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SUMMARY

A variational h-adaptive finite element formulation is proposed. The distinguishing feature of this
method is that mesh refinement and coarsening are governed bythe same minimization principle char-
acterizing the underlying physical problem. Hence, no error estimates are invoked at any stage of the
adaption procedure. As a consequence, linearity of the problem and a corresponding Hilbert-space func-
tional framework are not required and the proposed formulation can be applied to highly nonlinear phe-
nomena. The basic strategy is to refine (respectively, unrefine) the spatial discretization locally if such
refinement (respectively, unrefinement) results in a sufficiently large reduction (respectively, sufficiently
small increase) in the energy. This strategy leads to an adaption algorithm havingO(N) complexity. Lo-
cal refinement is effected by edge bisection and local unrefinement by the deletion of terminal vertices.
Dissipation is accounted for within a time-discretized variational framework resulting in an incremental
potential energy. In addition, the entire hierarchy of successive refinements is stored and the internal
state of parent elements is updated so that no mesh-transferoperator is required upon unrefinement. The
versatility and robustness of the resulting variational adaptive finite element formulation are illustrated
by means of selected numerical examples.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper we extend the variationalh-adaptive finite element formulation proposed by [1]
to include adaptive unrefinement in addition to refinement. The fundamental advantages of the
approach are as follows: i) The process of mesh refinement andunrefinement iserror-estimate
freeand applies to any problem, linear or nonlinear, with solutions in general function spaces
not necessarily normed, provided that the problem possesses a minimum variational structure;
ii) in inelastic problems involving materials with an evolving internal state, a hierarchical refine-
ment/unrefinement scheme bypasses the need to define mesh-to-mesh transfer, orremapping,
operators for the internal variables.

A broad range of phenomena in mechanics are governed by minimum principles. For in-
stance, the stable equilibrium configurations of a hyperelastic body minimize the potential en-
ergy of the body. For dissipative materials of the elastic-plastic and elastic-viscoplastic type,
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2 J. MOSLER & M. ORTIZ

Ortiz et al. [2–5] have shown that the stable equilibrium configurations of a body can be charac-
terized as minimizers of an incremental potential energy derived by means of time-discretization
(see also [6, 7] for a further application of these concepts). Recently, Yanget al. [8] have ex-
tended this variational approach to account for heat conduction and other transport phenomena.

In these problems, the overriding criterion driving all aspects of the solution is the mini-
mization of the incremental potential energy of the body. Thus, ifF (u) denotes the incremental
potential energy, an approximate solutionu1 is betterthan another approximation solutionu2,
if and only if F (u1) < F (u2). Therefore, it is natural to allow the variational principle to drive
mesh adaption as well. The concept of using the underlying variational principle to optimize
the discretization enjoys a long tradition dating back, at least, to [9, 10], in the special context of
two-dimensional linearized elasticity. When applied to the optimal placement of the nodes, orr-
adaptivity, variational adaptivity is closely connected to configurational force balance [11, 12],
a connection that has been recognized only recently [13–19].

In this paper we are concerned with the formulation of variationalh-adaption strategies for
problems in inelasticity in which the variational principle itself drives mesh refinement and un-
refinement. In particular, no error estimates are invoked atany stage of the adaption procedure.
However, it can be shown that for linear problems having a quadratic potential energy, varia-
tional adaption is equivalent to the minimization of the energy-norm error [1, 20]. The basic
mesh refinement strategy follows Mosler and Ortiz [1] and is based on edge bisection of simpli-
cial meshes (cf. [21–23]). Starting from a triangulation ofthe domain, the repeated application
of edge bisection operations defines anetVh of linear spaces parameterized by adirectedindex
setA. The fundamental problem is then to find the absolute minimizers of the energy in the
collection of spaces{Vh, h ∈ A}.

The new elements considered in this paper are: i) variational h-unrefinement; and ii) a
remapping-free formulation for inelastic materials whosestate is characterized by internal vari-
ables. In problems concerned with non-proportional loading, the local resolution requirements
may change in time or may shift between different regions of the domain of analysis, which
naturally calls for a combination of mesh refinement and unrefinement as a basis for adaption.
In the presence of inelasticity, these operations are compounded by the need to transfer the in-
ternal state from the old mesh to the adapted mesh, an operation also known asremapping. For
arbitrary unstructured remeshing, mesh-to-mesh transferoperators may be defined variationally
(cf. [24, 25]), but the repeated application of those operators, e. g., in the context of explicit
dynamics, may result in significant numerical diffusion. This numerical diffusion can hinder
the progression of processes of strain localization and result in overly smooth solutions.

Here we propose a hierarchical mesh refinement/unrefinementstrategy for problems of in-
elasticity that is strictly local and entirely avoids remapping of internal variables, thus eliminat-
ing that source of numerical diffusion. In essence, the strategy consists of keeping in storage
parent elements that have been refined by edge-bisection andupdating their respective internal
variables in accordance with the displacement field of the refined mesh. While the state of the
parent elements is continually updated, they do not contribute to the internal force vector of the
model. Subsequently, unrefinement is effected simply by removing child elements and replac-
ing them by their parent element, whose state is up-to-date.In this manner, a transfer operator
of the internal variables is not required upon unrefinement.

The present paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a concise review of variational
constitutive updates. Within this framework, the deformation mapping follows from minimiz-
ing an incremental potential-energy functional that accounts for both energy and dissipation.
The edge-bisection operations used to effect refinement/unrefinement are briefly described in
the introduction of Section 3. The variational coarsening strategy is presented in Subsection 3.1.
An approximate localO(N) adaption criterion is derived in Subsection 3.2. Section 3 is com-
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pleted by methods necessary for managing the history variables in case of mesh refinement and
coarsening (Subsection 3.3). Finally, the performance of the resulting adaptive finite element
formulation is demonstrated in Section 4 by means of selected numerical examples.

2 VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF INELASTIC CON-
STITUTIVE UPDATES

The fundamental concept behind variational adaptivity is to rely on the governing variational
principle for purposes of optimizing the discretization. Therefore, the approach is dependent on
the existence of a variational–preferably a minimum–principle that characterizes the solutions of
interest. For conservative systems such as hyperelastic bodies in static equilibrium, the attendant
minimum principle is well-known: the stable configurationsof the body minimize its potential
energy. In problems concerned with dissipative solids, which are the main focus of this paper,
the existence of an underlying minimum principle is not immediately obvious. Ortizet al. ([2–
5]) have shown that the initial boundary-value problem for abroad class of those dissipative
solids can be given a variational structure by recourse to time discretization. For example, any
(even highly anisotropic) finite strain plasticity model based on associative evolution equations
can be recast into such a variational framework, cf. [20]. Within this variational approach, the
solutions of the time-discretized incremental problem arecharacterized by a minimum principle
similar in structure to the principle of minimum potential energy. The requisite effective energy
densityWn(F n+1) follows from a local relaxation of the internal state [2, 3].Here, the subindex
n refers to a discrete timetn for which the solution is known, whereas the subindexn+1 refers
to a subsequent timetn+1 at which the solution is sought. The notation is intended to emphasize
that the effective energy densityWn varies between time steps, thus allowing for irreversibility,
hysteresis and dissipation. The fundamental property of the effective energy density [2, 3] is
that it supplies a potential for the incremental stress-deformation relations, i. e.,

P n+1 =
∂Wn

∂F n+1

(F n+1) (1)

whereF := GRADϕ is the deformation gradient andP is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Similarly to hyperelasticity, the existence of an effective energy density allows the introduction
of the incremental potential energy

In(ϕn+1) :=

∫

Ω

Wn(GRADϕn+1) dV −

∫

Ω

Bn+1 ·ϕn+1 dV −

∫

∂Ω2

T̄ n+1 ·ϕn+1 dA , (2)

whereΩ is the domain occupied by the body in its undeformed configuration, B are the body
forces and̄T are the tractions applied over the traction boundary∂Ω2. The stable configurations
of the solid at timetn+1 then follow from the incremental minimum potential energy principle

inf
ϕn+1 ∈ V,

ϕn+1|∂Ω1
= ϕ̄n+1

In(ϕn+1) , (3)

whereV is some suitable space of functions,ϕ is the deformation mapping, and̄ϕ is the
deformation mapping prescribed over the displacement boundary∂Ω1. For further applications
of these ideas, see also ([6, 7], [8]). A comparison of variational constitutive updates may be
found in [26]. The precise form of the constitutive model used in calculations is presented in
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Section 4.1. As in the case of hyperelasticity, this minimumprinciple provides an unambiguous
comparison criterion for test functions: a test functionϕ

(1)
n+1 is betterthan anotherϕ(2)

n+1 if and

only if In(ϕ
(1)
n+1) < In(ϕ

(2)
n+1). This comparison criterion in turn provides a suitable basis for

variational adaptivity in problems involving dissipativematerials.

3 MESH REFINEMENT AND UNREFINEMENT BY EDGE
BISECTION

Throughout this work, mesh refinement is effected by edge-bisection, see [21, 23, 27]. Specif-
ically, we adopt the refinement scheme developed in [1] and depicted in Fig. 1. Edge bisection
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Figure 1: Edge-bisection of simplicial mesh. a) Edge star before bisection. b) Bisection and
reconstruction of the star of the bisected edge;� is the terminal vertexv c) Edge bisection in a
10-node tetrahedral element by using edge bisection. The filled circles represent nodes existing
prior to bisection; open squares indicate new nodes inserted as a result of bisection.

has been extensively used for purposes of mesh adaption (cf., e. g., [27–30]). In calculation
we use Rivara’s backward-longest-edge bisection algorithm [27], which guarantees an upper
bound on the aspect ratio of the elements. The refined meshes generated by edge-bisection are
automatically conforming and schemes to handle hanging nodes, e. g., by the introduction of
transition elements, are not required. More importantly, edge-bisection generates a net ofnested
triangulationsTh and corresponding finite-dimensional subspacesVh of V parameterized by a
directed setA that records the sequence of edge-bisection operations. The orderingh1 < h2

signifies that the triangulationTh2
can be reached from the triangulationTh1

by a sequence of
edge bisections. In particular,Vh1

⊂ Vh2
holds and, consequently,infVh2

In ≤ infVh1
In, with

the result that edge-bisection guarantees a reduction in the incremental potential energy.
The variationally consistent refinement scheme employed inthe present paper is that pro-

posed by [1] (see also [20] for further details). Since the new energy-driven coarsening strategy
advocated in this paper is closely related to the refinement strategy in [1], only the new unre-
finement method is described in what follows.

3.1 Variational unrefinement

The coarsening strategy adopted in this work is to reverse previous edge-bisection steps (cf.,
e. g., [21, 23, 31] for alternative strategies). In order to make this strategy more precise we
introduce the following terminology. Given a vertexv ∈ Th, we shall refer to the collection
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of simplices inTh havingv as a face as thestar of v, denotedSt(v). Likewise, given an edge
e ∈ Th, we shall refer to the collection of simplices inTh havinge as a face as thestar of e,
denotedSt(e). We recall that the bisection of an edge results in the insertion of a new vertex.
We shall say that an inserted vertexv is terminalif its starSt(v) has not changed after insertion,
see Fig. 1b). A terminal vertexv inserted as a result of the bisection of an edgee has the
property that its starSt(v) can be deleted, and the starSt(e) of e reinstated, without affecting
the remainder of the triangulation.

In order to formalize this notion, letV (Th) denote the collection of vertices ofTh andV0(Th)
the collection of terminal vertices. In addition, for a terminal vertexv ∈ V0(Th) let σv : A→ A

denote a mapping such thatTσv(h) is the triangulation resulting from the deletion ofv. Then, we
shall say thatTh is unrefinement-stableif

µ(Th) = max
v∈V0(Th)

(

inf Iσv(h) − inf Ih

)

> µc. (4)

The energyµ(Th) may be regarded as the energy cost of inserting the vertexv back into the
mesh, or, in analogy with statistical mechanics of open systems of particles, achemical poten-
tial. Thus,Th is unrefinement-stable, the deletion of one terminal vertexincreasesIh at worst
by an amountµ(Th) greater than a toleranceµc, and thus the deletion is to be rejected. The
unrefinement strategy that emerges from these considerations may be summarized as follows:

i) Find v ∈ V0(Th) for whichµ(Th) is attained.

ii) Is µ(Th) ≤ µc

YES: Reseth← σv(h), GOTO (ii).

NO: EXIT.

It is elementary to show (cf. [1, 20]) that, for linear problems with potential energies of the form

I(u) =
1

2
a(u, u)− f(u) (5)

wherea : V × V → R is a coercive, symmetric and continuous bilinear form andf : V → R

is a continuous linear operator, the chemical potential reduces to

µ(Th) = ||uσv(h) − inf uh||
2
E (6)

whereuσv(h) andinf uh are the minimizers ofIσv(h) andinf Ih, respectively, and||u||2E = a(u, u)
is the energy norm. It therefore follows that, for linear problems, the chemical potential mea-
sures the energy distance between the original and unrefineddiscrete solutions. Consequently,
the variational unrefinement criterion accepts the unrefined solution provided that it is close
enough to the original solution in the energy-norm distance.

The complementary notion ofrefinement stabilityhas been introduced in [1], namely,Th is
bisection-stable, the bisection of one edge lowersIh at best by an amountµ(Th) less thanµc, and
thus the bisection is to be rejected. Evidently, variational h-refinement and unrefinement can be
achieved by requiring that a triangulation be both refinement and unrefinement stable. Stability
can be enforced by alternating refinement and unrefinement operations until both the bisection
of an edge and the deletion of a terminal vertex change the energy within the prespecified
tolerance (cf, e. g., [32, 33]).
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3.2 A local unrefinement indicator

A drawback of the aforementioned strategy is that the evaluation of the chemical potential
µ(Th) requires global computations and therefore it is costly. Analternative strategy suggested
in [1] for mesh refinement consists of constraining the relaxation of the displacement field upon
removal of a terminal vertexx to a certain sub-meshSh(v) of Th, or elementpatch, containing
v. For instance,Sh(v) can be chosen to be the ring of elements incident tov, i. e., thestarSt(v).
Evidently,

µloc(Th) = max
v∈V0(Th)



































inf
ϕ ∈ V,

ϕ|∂Ω1
= ϕ̄,

supp(ϕ−ϕh) ⊂ Sh(v)

Iσv(h)(ϕ)− Ih(ϕh)



































≥ µ(Th) (7)

and the local chemical potentialµloc(Th) represents an upper bound of the global chemical
potentialµ(Th). In this expression,ϕh is a minimizer ofIh andsupp denotes the support of
a function. Thus,µloc(Th) is computed by constraining the relaxed displacementsϕ on the
unrefined meshTσv(h) to differ from the minimizerϕh on the original meshTh only within the
neighborhoodSh(v) of the terminal vertexv. Conveniently, this computation is local and its
cost is constant independent of the size of the mesh. The resulting h-adaption strategy is:

i) Initialize h = 0.

ii) Find v ∈ V0(Th) for whichµloc(Th) is attained.

ii) Is µloc(Th) ≤ µc

YES: Reseth← σv(h), GOTO (ii).

NO: EXIT.

Locally constrained minimization problems such as defined have also been proposed as a basis
for derivinga posteriorierror bounds in linear problems [34, 35]. Because of the upper bound
propertyµloc(Th) ≥ µ(Th), the unrefinement criterion based on the local estimateµloc(Th) may
target meshes for unrefinement that would otherwise be accepted according to the global energy
criterion.

3.3 Management of history variables

Mesh adaption in problems involving dissipative materialsoften requires complex remapping
procedures for transferring the internal variable set froman initial mesh to a refined triangu-
lation (cf., e. g., [2, 25]). The formulation of remapping procedures is compounded by the
presence of internal constraints such as plastic incompressibility. Perhaps the most detrimental
aspect of remapping is that it may result in significant numerical diffusion, which can hinder
the progression of processes of strain localization and result in overly smooth solutions.
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3.3.1 Mesh refinement

The process of remapping upon mesh refinement is rendered trivial in the case of bisection of
simplicial elements, since in that case the children elements inherit the state of their parent el-
ement. In particular, the state of the children elements trivially satisfies all internal constraints
and is exactly consistent with the history of deformation oftheir parent element. Within the
present paper, the state variables are assumed to be piecewise constant over the VORONOI cells
defined by the quadrature points. Upon bisection, the internal variables are remapped to the new
mesh by means of the variational transfer operator of [25]. By the use of piecewise-constant in-
terpolation, the consistent transfer operator according to [25] simplifies greatly. More precisely,
the history variables at a newly inserted GAUSS point equal those of the closest old quadrature
point.

3.3.2 Mesh coarsening

A strategy that also renders remapping trivial upon unrefinement consists of retaining the bi-
sected parent elements in the mesh. These elements do not contribute to the nodal force array
but their state is continually updated from the displacement field. It is interesting to note that the
deformation that the parent elements experience is an average of the compatible deformations
of the children elements and that their state reflects the evolution of the internal state of the
material under that average deformation. When a terminal vertex is deleted, the parent elements
that are exposed become newly active and have up-to-date internal states. Again, the state of the
newly active elements trivially satisfies all internal constraints and is exactly consistent with the
history of deformation of those elements and the average history of deformation of the deleted
children elements.

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, the performance of the proposedh-adaption is demonstrated by means of the
test case of a notched finitely-deforming elastic and elastic-plastic specimens, Fig. 2. In or-
der to test the refinement/unrefinement strategy, after someinitial loading the crack length is
suddenly increased. This causes the mesh around the initialcrack front to unrefine and a new
refined mesh to become established around the new crack tip. If the size of the problem is kept
roughly constant, e. g., at machine capacity, this process may be regarded as a transfer of nodes
from the initial to the subsequent crack front. For an elastic material, this transfer is complete
and the initial crack front is completely unrefined, with no memory of its former presence re-
maining in the mesh. By way of sharp contrast, for an elastic-plastic material a state of residual
stress remains in the vicinity of the first crack front, whichis strongly plastically deformed dur-
ing loading. This state of residual stress must be resolved with sufficient accuracy throughout
the subsequent history of the specimen, and a competition for mesh resolution between the ini-
tial and the subsequent crack fronts ensues. Evidently, theoptimum distribution of resources
between the crack fronts is difficult to strike on a purelyad hocbasis. As we shall see, the
variational approach effectively supplies an optimal solution to the problem.

In view of the symmetries of the problem the analysis is restricted to one eighth of the spec-
imen. All calculations are carried out using 10-node tetrahedral elements. The amplitude of the
prescribed displacement field isu = 0.16m and the length of the crack islc = 1.0m. Follow-
ing [34, 36] we adopt the following criteria for selecting edges and vertices for refinement and
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unrefinement:

bisect edgee if µloc(e) > α µloc(Th) (8a)

delete terminal vertexv if µloc(v) < β µloc(Th) (8b)

whereµloc(e) andµloc(v) are the energy release associated with bisecting edgee (cf. [1, 20])
and the energy costs of deleting the terminal vertexv (see Eq. (7)), respectively. In calculations
we choseα = 0.5 andβ = 0.01.

4.1 Constitutive model

In calculations we assume a Helmholtz free-energy functionof the form

W (F , F p, εp) = W e(F · F p−1) + W p(εp) (9)

Here,W e denotes the elastic free energy andW p represents the stored energy due to plastic
work of the material, which is assumed to be isotropic. Following Ortiz et al., cf. [2, 3] a
finite-deformation variational formulation of von Mises plasticity is obtained by postulating the
flow rule

Ḟ
p
· F p−1

= ε̇p M , tr(M) = 0,
2

3
M : M = 1, ε̇p ≥ 0 (10)

where the unknown tensorM defines the direction of plastic flow and the labelsn andn + 1
refer to the discrete timestn andtn+1, respectively. This flow rule may be discretized in time
by recourse to the exponential mapping ([3, 37], [2]), with the result

F
p
n+1 = exp[∆εp M ] · F p

n (11)

The elastic energy density is assumed to be of Hencky-type

W (F ) =
1

2
λ [ε1 + ε2 + ε3]

2 + µ
[

(ε1)
2 + (ε2)

2 + (ε3)
2
]

, εi := log λi (12)

whereλ andµ are Lamé constants andλi are the principal stretches. Plastic work of the material
is modeled by means of a standard power-law of the form (cf., e. g., [37], [3])

W p(εp) =
nσ0ε

p
0

n + 1

[

1 +

(

εp

ε
p
0

)](n+1)/n

(13)

whereεp is the effective von Mises plastic strain;σ0 is a flow stress;εp
0 is a reference effective

plastic strain; andn is the hardening exponent. The material parameters used in calculations are
summarized in Table 1. As noted in Section 2, variational updates enable the time-discretized

λ (N/m2) µ (N/m2) σ0 (kN/m2) ε
p
0 n

115.38 76.92 1.0 0.5 · 10−3 10

Table 1: Power-law hardening. Material constants used in calculations.

incremental elastic-plastic problem to be expressed as a minimum problem [2, 3]. Neglecting
viscosity and rate effects, the attendant incremental strain-energy densityWn for the preceding
model results from the minimization problem

Wn(F ) = inf
εp
n+1,M

W (F , F p
n, ε

p
n+1, M) (14)

subject to the constraints (10).
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lc

lc

F, u

F, u

Figure 2: Geometry of the three-dimensional specimen undergoing large deformations. The size
of the specimen is4m×4m×2m and the initial crack length islc = 1.0m. The distribution of the
energy density for a Hencky-type material is shown for one octant of the specimen considered
in the calculations.

4.2 Notched specimen: Hyperelasticity

Fig. 3 shows results obtained from three different finite element analyses using the hypere-
lastic Hencky model (12): an initial coarse mesh, a uniformly refined mesh and variational
h-adaption. The initial coarse mesh is shown in Fig. 2. The refinement/unrefinement criteria
(8) are applied 18 times. As can be seen from Fig. 3, at first loading h-adaption captures the
highly localized energy distribution and the resulting deformation better than the uniformly re-
fined triangulations. This improvement can be quantified by means of the computed energies:
uniform refinement results in an energy reduction of0.8%, whereash-adaption results in an
energy reduction of1.6% with only one fourth the number of degrees of freedom compared to
the uniformly refined mesh.

Next, the crack length is increased fromlc = 1.0m tolc = 1.5m while keeping the prescribed
front displacement constant (u = 0.16m), Fig. 4. The figure shows that the variational adaption
completely unrefines the fine mesh in the vicinity of the initial crack front and reestablishes
it around the subsequent crack front. This requires severalcoarsening steps in the vicinity of
the initial crack front and mesh refinement at the subsequentcrack. This is accomplished by
applying the refinement/unrefinement criteria (8) 18 times following crack extension. Again,
the improvement can be quantified by means of the computed energies: uniform refinement
results in an energy reduction of2.0%, whereash-adaption results in an energy reduction of
3.2% with only one half the number of degrees of freedom compared to the uniformly refined
mesh.

The preceding energy measures show that variational adaption vastly out-performs uniform
refinement, as expected. In interpreting these energy measures it should be carefully born in
mind that most of the energy of the specimen is contained in the region away from the crack tip,
where the deformations are nearly uniform and, therefore, well-represented by a coarse mesh.
This mesh-insensitive component swamps the total energy ofthe specimen, with the result that
the energy reduction due to adaption appears deceptively small. However, the effect of mesh
adaption in the vicinity of the crack tip is vastly more pronounced in absolute terms, as attested
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Hyperelastic three-dimensional specimen undergoing large deformations; crack
length lc = 1.0m; u = 0.16m. Computed deformed configurations and distribution of the
energy density. a) uniformly refined mesh (3179 nodes). b) uniformly refined mesh (39416
nodes). c) proposedh-adaption (10052 nodes).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Hyperelastic three-dimensional specimen undergoing large deformations; crack
length lc = 1.5m; u = 0.16m. Computed deformed configurations and distribution of the
energy density. a) uniformly refined mesh (3179 nodes). b) uniformly refined mesh (39416
nodes). c) proposedh-adaption (17902 nodes).

by the radical reconstruction of the mesh in that region.

4.3 Notched specimen: Elastic-plastic material response

Finally, we repeat the preceding analysis for an elastic-plastic material. Again, the refine-
ment/unrefinement criteria (8) are applied 18 times following first loading, and three different
finite element analyses are compared: an initial coarse mesh, a uniform refinement and vari-
ationalh-adaption. The calculated deformed configurations and the distribution of effective
plastic strain are shown in Fig. 5. As in the hyperelastic case, variationalh-adaption vastly out-
performs uniform refinement in terms of energy measure and inmesh resolution near the crack
front, where the latter results in a fine graded mesh and a finely resolved effective plastic strain
field.

However, a marked difference in behavior with respect to thehyperelastic case occurs upon
crack extension, Fig. 7. Unlike the hyperelastic case, owing to the need to resolve the permanent
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Hyperelastic-plastic three-dimensional specimen undergoing large deformations;
crack lengthlc = 1.0m; u = 0.16m. Computed deformed configurations and distribution of
effective plastic strainεp. a) uniformly refined mesh (3179 nodes). b) uniformly refinedmesh
(39416 nodes). c) proposedh-adaption (8772 nodes).
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Figure 6: Hyperelastic-plastic three-dimensional specimen undergoing large deformations.
Crack length increases fromlc = 1.0m up to lc = 1.5m at a front face displacement of
u = 0.16m. Load-displacement diagrams obtained from: two uniformly refined meshes (coarse
and fine); and the proposed variationalh-adaption.

residual stress field, a fine mesh remains in the vicinity of the initial crack front, though some-
what unrefined relative to the mesh that follows first loading. Simultaneously, a new fine mesh
is established around the subsequent crack front. These twodemands on resolution, namely, the
residual field around the initial crack front and the subsequent crack front, set up a competition
for resources, with variationalh-adaption supplying the optimum compromise. The resulting
force-displacement response of the specimen is more compliant than otherwise predicted by the
coarse and uniformly refined meshes, Fig. 6. Another numerical example can be found in [20].

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have developed a variationalh-adaptive finite element formulation whose distinguishing
feature is that mesh refinement and coarsening are governed by the same minimization princi-
ple characterizing the underlying physical problem. Hence, no error estimates are invoked at
any stage of the adaption procedure. In particular, linearity of the problem and a corresponding
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Hyperelastic-plastic three-dimensional specimen undergoing large deformations;
crack lengthlc = 1.5m; u = 0.23m. Computed deformed configurations and distribution of
effective plastic strainεp. a) uniformly refined mesh (3179 nodes). b) uniformly refinedmesh
(39416 nodes). c) proposedh-adaption (19116 nodes).

Hilbert-space functional framework are not required and the proposed formulation can be ap-
plied to highly nonlinear phenomena, as demonstrated by numerical examples concerned with
finitely-deforming elastic-plastic materials. In this case, and in other similar cases involving in-
elastic behavior, the requisite minimum principle is supplied by time discretization and the use
of variational state updates. The basich-adaption strategy is to refine (respectively, unrefine)
the spatial discretization locally if such refinement (respectively, unrefinement) results in a suf-
ficiently large reduction (respectively, sufficiently small increase) in the energy. By estimating
the energy variations from local patches, this strategy leads to an adaption algorithm having
O(N) complexity. In the particular scheme presented in this paper, local refinement is effected
by edge bisection and local unrefinement by the deletion of terminal vertices. In addition, the
entire hierarchy of successive refinements is stored and theinternal state of parent elements is
updated so that no mesh-transfer operator is required upon unrefinement. The versatility and
robustness of the variationalh-adaption scheme have been illustrated in the case of notched
specimens with stationary and extending cracks.

The ability of the scheme to adapt the mesh in order to resolvethe elastic-plastic crack-
front fields and to arbitrate competing demands for resolution from different features of the
solution is remarkable. Since both the solution and the adaption procedure are governed by the
same physical principle, the solutions supplied by the variationalh-adaption scheme represent
an optimal utilization of fixed computational resources, e.g., as set by machine capacity. In
comparison to variationalr-adaption, variationalh-adaption combining both refinement and
unrefinement is advantageous in that mesh entanglement and topological transitions, or mesh
reconnection, are not a concern. Those limitations of variationalr-adaption can be overcome by
combining it with edge flips and other mesh-improvement schemes [15, 16], but such extensions
add considerably to the complexity of the implementation. An appealing possibility that uses
both approaches synergistically is to implement variational r-adaption on top of variationalh-
adaption, and rely on the latter to effectively account for transitions in mesh topology. Early
experiments with variationalhp-adaption [19] demonstrate thatr-adaptivity indeed provides an
additional boost toh-adaptive schemes at minimal additional complexity.
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